Uncertainties in predicting the demographic impact of AIDS.
A model giving the demographic impact of AIDS is analysed to examine the sensitivity of the projections when various complicating features are included. The model deals with age and sexual partner change rate as continuous variables and uses a device to specify arbitrary correlations between the ages of the people who form sexual partnerships. The device ensures consistency, in that the amount of partner formation is the same regardless of whether the partnerships are counted from the point of view of males or females. Arbitrary correlation between partner change rate and fertility is also permitted. The results show the uncertainty in model predictions that population growth will reduce over the next 20 years to approximately zero in parts of East Africa severely affected by the AIDS epidemic. The main sources of uncertainty in the model predictions are assumptions concerning the correlation between ages in a partnership, the correlation between partner change rate and fertility, the incubation period of AIDS, and the variability of the female partner change rate.